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The furniture BAFFI company started operating in Ankara-Turkey in 1972 and over the 

years, with the increase of its technical capability, it has formed home furniture and 

several and various pages to the market.  In this regard, and since 1972 the BAFFI 

company has been generating revenue for its 36th year of birth, proudly starting its 

activity in the form of joint venture with the name of Behin Afra Firooz company in the 

Islamic Republic of Iran. 

This company is currently a member of the Tehran Carpenters and Furniture Manu-

facturers Union and a member of the Iranian Furniture Manufacturers and Exporters 

Union, which, with its branches, agencies and advertising sales throughout Iran, causes 

a direct and indirect increase.  .

This company has succeeded in receiving the ISO 10004/2012 certificate of consumer 

satisfaction in the year 2018.

Behin Afra Firooz Company (BAFFi) continues to rely on human resources and the use 

of modern technologies in the world, that with the systematic design and production 

of world class system, quality products suitable for the lifestyle of Iranian families are 

available in the market.  All models designed by this company have an industrial de-

sign registration certificate from the Spirituality Control Center of the State Property 

and Deeds Registration Organization and also the brand name of this company (BAFFi) 

is in accordance with the convention.

Madrid is registered in 183 countries.
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NEW YORK
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NEW 
YORK

IZMIR

 Classiness and functionality to ensure
delightful times spent at home
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NAPOLI
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NAPOLI

Timeless and striking concept of style
 The footprints of a new era converge with Amour in organic
 texture. The balance of layers in the design constitutes the

integrity of colors, textures and materials
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HAWAII
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BOSTON
 Rendering the earthy tones in a

 masculine style, HAWAII creates an
 indispensable integrity for indoor
spaces combined with soft lights

 The design expands the comfort area,
 while providing comfortable seating

 and representing a modern look,
 securing a place in the architectural

.decoration field
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MIAMI



MIAMI

ARIZONA
.Curved Details & Metal

 The design, which contains all the shades of the walnut has
 a complementary integrity from light to dark color transitions.

 Natural curved details and metal legs are an aspect of the
.design form that extends to nature, a style
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 4 NEW YORK
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A new style is born
 New York is inevitably admirable. A new favourite

 in today›s trends with carefully crafted fabric colour
 combinations, modern appearance keeping pace

.with modern times and high quality structure

WOOD
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BEVERLY HILLS
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 A unique approach to aesthetics:  BEVERLY HILLS
 Every detail of BEVERLY HILLS, from design story of wing-back chair

 to simple structure, has been carefully considered to introduce new
.dimensions into indoor spaces

WOOD

BAFFI
 A unique approach to
 aesthetics:  BEVERLY HILLS
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VENIC



MONTANA
Timeless and striking concept of style

 The footprints of a new era converge with Amour in organic
 texture. The balance of layers in the design constitutes the

integrity of colors, textures and materials
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BENZ
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 Providing utility and functionality with curvy
 lines, Le Mans modules combine performance
with elegance and modernity

BENZ
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 BENZ provides heart- warming furniture for
spectacular mountain huts

 of urban lifestyle. Every last design detail is empowered
 by modernism, reflecting both sporty and classic

elements

BENZ
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PAZEL BENZ
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L BEVERLY HILLS
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L BEVERLY 
HILLS

BENZ

A unique approach to aesthetics: L BEVERLY HILLS
 Every detail of L BEVERLY HILL, from design story

 of wing-back chair to simple structure, has been
 carefully considered to introduce new dimensions

into indoor spaces
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VENIC DAYERE
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VENIC DAYERE

20
22

.Curved Details & Metal
 The design, which contains all the shades of the walnut has
 a complementary integrity from light to dark color transitions.

 Natural curved details and metal legs are an aspect of the
.design form that extends to nature, a style

Sustainability
 is important for
inspiring places
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L NEW YORK
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PANAMERA
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.Harmony of white, gold, and brown
 Combining sharp lines with soft forms,

 Phantom brings style and aesthetics together
in its geometric table design

PANAMERA
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PANAMERA
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PANAMERA

 Ensuring unmatched comfort in 
 large living spaces, Phantom offers

a warm welcome to all guests
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TOKYO
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TOKYO
Sustainability
 is important for
inspiring places

 A unique approach to
aesthetics: L BEVERLY HILLS
 Every detail of L BEVERLY
 HILL, from design story of
 wing-back chair to simple
 structure, has been carefully
 considered to introduce new
dimensions into indoor spaces
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ALEXANDER
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Genuine design inviting to 
comfort with contempo-

rary appearance / Modern 
lines with classical-look/ 

special seams in backrest 
and arms/ buttons at 

the sides/ Floral throw 
pillows/ designs.

ISTANBUL
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.Harmony of white, gold, and brown
 Combining sharp lines with soft forms, Phantom brings style and

aesthetics together in its geometric table design
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MONACO
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MONACO
 Ensuring unmatched comfort in large living spaces, 

Phantom offers a warm welcome to all guests
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CHESTERFIELD 4LI 
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Harmony
it’s similar to harmony

With the same mechanisms and as comfortable as harmony

Just you can have quilted hands which makes it so beautiful and special in design.
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CHESTERFIELD
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ALEXANDER

Alexander single 
furniture has 

wooden handles 
made of beech 

and wick worked 
on the living room 

and the support 
has increased its 

beauty.
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 Alexander furniture has two designs of three-seater sofa and single-seat-

er brazier.

Alexander single furniture has wooden handles made of beech and wick 

worked on the living room and the support has increased its beauty.

Alexander triple design is in both striped and tactile stitching, which 

makes customers have a wider choice.

The furniture has a beech wood pedestal that is around the furniture 

with complete elegance.  * The sofa insoles of Alexander furniture are 

double.

RETRO
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ALEXANDER
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ALEXANDER
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STATU
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STATU

The bases of the Statu model are inspired by a cat  foot, and this has doubled its beauty.  The front 

table of Statu furniture is the only folding table. 

Furniture has design and industrial registration documents in the name of BAFFI company- The seat 

mattress of Statu model is detachable and double.

The furniture mattress is separated from the sofa and this makes it easy to remove it if it deforms 

after a few years and refers it to the factory without having to carry all the furniture.

The double mattress allows you to have two different models of seating (one side is now touch and 

the other side is buttoned)
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STATU
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PICASSO

NEW
COLLECTION
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Picasso furniture has a very beautiful and orig-

inal design.  The design of this furniture has a 

beech structure.

 The design originality of this furniture dates 

back to 70 years ago, when designers and 

engineers in BAFFI according to the needs of 

the people upgraded the design and adjusted 

the dimensions and minimized the style in it;-

so turned it into a unique model for residential 

houses.  

Furniture has design and industrial registration 

documents (called BAFFI company).  

 - Different design of one seater sofa and the 

beauty of its Napoleonic originality, which is 

available in two forms: lathe base and simple 

base is positive points of this model.

PICASSO
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RAFAEL
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GRANT
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GRANT

Has a similar design for 3 and 2 persons sofas and has two types 

of single-person design 

Bases inspired by cat-like Statue model This model has a dining 

set With beautiful handles design and dimensions suitable for 

people who care about the dimensions of the furniture 

In the design part, there is no exaggeration and simple design 

makes it comfortable and also classy
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JACKSON
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intelligent furniture
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NEW
DESIGN

2021

PIERRE
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PIERRE
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Genuine design inviting to comfort 
with contemporary appearance / 
Modern lines with classical-look/ 
special seams in backrest and arms/ 
buttons at the sides.

NEW
CALLECTION

ADRIAEN CINEMA
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This model is suitable for you because you want a comfortable space that in addition to relieving 

fatigue like a home theater gives you a relaxing environment,so choose your movie and use the 

back mechanism to increase your distance and put your legs on the puff and make a pleasant 

evening for yourself…

ADRIAEN
CINEMA
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ADRIAEN
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ADRIAEN
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NATURAL

NEW
DININGROOM
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NATURAL
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NAVY

NEW
DESIGN
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NAVY

L Navy furniture has a structure of wood and metal.  The metal used in this furniture model is related to the back mecha-

nism and furniture handles.  There are four cushions on each set of 41 x 41 furniture.

 - Furniture has design and industrial - The mechanism of the backs and handles of the three-seater sofa allows you to 

turn your furniture into an ideal bed.  

- Single furniture also has a back mechanism and with the back of the mechanism, it gives more seating and comfort to the 

consumer.  - With the handles open to the side, the length of the living room increases and accommodates more people.  

- The pillow form of furniture handles is very special and makes it easier for consumers to use.
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Genuine design inviting to 
comfort with contemporary 
appearance / Modern lines 
with classical-look/ special 

seams in backrest and arms/ 
buttons at the sides/ Floral 

throw pillows/ Special seams in 
backrest and arms/ buttons at 
the sides/ Floral throw pillows/

Ability to turn into bed in its 
triple sofa/

2021

RIVER
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NEW
COLLECTION

RIVER

creative
River furniture has a structure of wood 
and metal.  The metal used in this furni-
ture model is related to the back mech-
anism of the furniture.  Furniture bases 
have a minimal and simple design.
- Furniture has design and industrial regis-
tration documents (in the name of BAFFI 
company- Single furniture with the same 
mechanism as the sofa - with a single 
living mattress that is more comfortable 
and soft.  - Furniture mechanisms provide 
two seating modes (silent mode - stan-
dard seating mode) - The three-seater 
and two-seater sofa has handles with ap-
propriate dimensions, which makes it not 
take up much space.  - By opening all the 
mechanisms of the furniture, it can also 
be turned into a bed.
-Single River has a mechanism in the sup-
port area so that it independently has the 
same mechanism that is on the couch

Living room
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DAVINCI
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Da Vinci furniture has a very modern - comfort - classic design.  It has beech and metal struc-

ture,  a three-seater and a single sofa design. The furniture bases are modeled on Mouflon 

legs ,which has given it a remarkable beauty.

Positive and significant points:

Furniture has design and industrial registration documents (in the name of BAFFI company).

Da Vinci furniture has a folding mechanism so that the whole body of the furniture is fixed 

but the sitting area becomes wider and with the opening of the mechanism, it gives the 

position of a comfortable bed.

Da Vinci furniture has long and beautiful supports that make the view with both comfort and 

classic themes. 
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LARGE
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NEW
COLLECTION
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RIVER L RIVER
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 River furniture has a structure of wood and metal.  The metal used in this furniture model is related to the 

back mechanism of the furniture.  Furniture bases have a minimal and simple design.

 - Furniture has design and industrial registration documents (in the name of BAFFI company- Single 

furniture with the same mechanism as the sofa - with a single living mattress that is more comfortable and 

soft.  - Furniture mechanisms provide two seating modes (silent mode - standard seating mode) - The 

three-seater and two-seater sofa has handles with appropriate dimensions, which makes it not take up 

much space.  - By opening all the mechanisms of the furniture, it can also be turned into a bed.

L RIVER
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L  ALEXANDER
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ALEXANDER

Alexander furniture has two designs of three-seater sofa and sin-

gle-seater brazier.

Alexander single furniture has wooden handles made of beech and wick 

worked on the living room and the support has increased its beauty.

Alexander triple design is in both striped and tactile stitching, which 

makes customers have a wider choice.

The furniture has a beech wood pedestal that is around the furniture 

with complete elegance.  * The sofa insoles of Alexander furniture are 

double.
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L  ADRIAEN
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As I told you about Adrian and Adrian Cinema,the 
mechanism in Adrian makes an unbelievable com-
fortable space for you…Adrian hands are just great 
to put your hands on them and leave yourself inside 
the sofa.
L Adrian is a nice model for your home corners,it’s 
suitable for whom has a TV room with corner 
you can use all space and fill it with Adrian L model 
also it is simple in terms of assembly.

L ADRIAEN
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L JACKSON
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NEW
COLLECTION
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2021
NEW
COLLECTION

L NAVY
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L Navy furniture has a structure of wood and metal.  The metal used in this furniture model is related to the back 

mechanism and furniture handles.  There are four cushions on each set of 41 x 41 furniture.

 - Furniture has design and industrial - The mechanism of the backs and handles of the three-seater sofa allows you 

to turn your furniture into an ideal bed.  

- Single furniture also has a back mechanism and with the back of the mechanism, it gives more seating and com-

fort to the consumer.  - With the handles open to the side, the length of the living room increases and accommo-

dates more people.  - The pillow form of furniture handles is very special and makes it easier for consumers to use.

L NAVY
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LORENZO
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LORENZO

ROMAN
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ٍRETRO
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RETRO
Bases inspired by cat-like Statue model This model has a dining set With beautiful handles design and 

dimensions suitable for people who care about the dimensions of the furniture 

In the design part, there is no exaggeration and simple design makes it comfortable and also classy
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BED 
ROOMS



NEW YORK
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2022
BED ROOM

BEVERLY HILLS



COMO
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ALBERTO
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RIVER
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EDVARD

NEW
BEDROOM

20212021
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PRODUCTS



RIVERNEW YORK

NEW YORK BENZ

BENZ BEVERLY HILLS

TOKYO PANAMERA

ALEXANDER STATU

PICASSO

EDVARD DAVINCI

LARGENAVY

JACKSON

HAWAII ISTANBUL

GRANT ADRIAEN



L  ADRIAEN

L RIVER

L JACKSON

L NAVY

L ALEXANDER

L BEVERLY HILLS

L NEW YORK

ALEXANDER

RETRO

RIVER NEWRIVERLARGE

BOSTONTOKYO

WOODBENZNEW YORK

PANAMERAISTANBUL



STATU

RIVER UP NEW

NAVY

ADRIAEN

DAVINCI

GRANT

PICASSO

EDVARD

JACKSON
RAFAEL

EDVARD

RETRO

NICE

DIAMOND

LORENZO

MONTANA

ARIZONA

PIERRE

STATU

NATURAL

ALEXANDER

PANAMERA

MONACO



RAFAEL

DIAMOND

ALEXANDER

MIAMI

MONACO

PANAMERAVENIC

NAPOLI

PIERRERETRO

NATURAL

STATU

LORENZO

LORENZO

VENIC DAYERE
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SEHPA EFES

SEHPA IZMIR

SEHPA BARI

SEHPA IZMIR

YAN EFES

SEHPA RAFAEL

SEHPA LORENZO

SEHPA EDVARD

SEHPA ALEXANDER

SEHPA PIERRE YAN PIERRE

YAN ALEXANDER

YAN EDVARD
SMALL YAN EDVARD

YAN LORENZO

YAN RAFAELSEHPA KENZO

SEHPA NAVY

SEHPA ANTONIO

SEHPA JACKSON

YAN C1



SEHPA ROMAN

SEHPA NATURAL

SEHPA STATU YAN STATU

YAN NATURAL

YAN ROMAN

COMO

DRAWER BEVERLI HILLS

CONSOL FLORIDA



KONSUL PIERRE

KONSUL NATURAL

KONSUL ALEXANDER

AYNA A-102

AYNA A-104

AYNA  ALEXANDER

AYNA A-101

AYNA A-103

AYNA A-105

KONSUL DIAMOND

TV PIERRE

TV NATURAL

TV ALEXANDER

TV DIAMOND



CONSULE KANSAS

CONSULE CHICAGO

CONSULE FLORIDA

CONSULE PANAMERA

TV KANSAS

TV CHICAGO

TV FLORIDA

TV PANAMERA



www.baff isofa.com
@baff i .co
Phone: +98  21-56717650-53


